252	you can't be too careful
the Home Guard was to communicate the sinister news to the
nearest policeman, who would act according to the printed
instructions which in most cases had not yet been delivered
to him. All road signs were removed, all maps called in, and
every arrangement made for any British forces that might be
in being, to get hopelessly lost in their own country.
Meanwhile the detonations of the war mounted to new levels
of horror and violence. The ever-mounting flames advanced
more and more closely towards Edward Albert. He found
his own anxiety reflected in the faces of his neighbours,
He talked in his sleep. He dreamt of a gigantic figure, the War
God Mars, but rather like Lord Kitchener in the early posters,
pointing a vast forefinger at him. " What is that fellow there
doing ? I want him"
It was no good pleading his defective health. He had
already gone down to a Brighthampton doctor for a thorough
overhaul. He had said nothing about it to Mary for fear of
alarming her needlessly. He had been stripped, punched,
X-raycd, sampled, tested for eyesight (slight astigmatism),
everything. ** Sound as a bell," said the doctor. " Con-
gratulations. They'll be calling up you forty-twos in no time
now,"
" I can't stand by and do nothing," he told Morningside.
** I'm going to qualify for the Home Guard now."
His action brought Mr Droop to the same decision, but
Mr Copper and ^Ir Stanrdsh preferred to do clerical work
in Brighthampton that would release younger men for the
forces. But the designer of tessellated pavements who had
been holding out as a conscientious objector with an unsound
lung, was suddenly excited by Edward Albert's example,
recanted his objections and joined up for training. His wife
was already in uniform as a tram conductor. Mrs Rooter also
appeared in an authoritative get-up. She was some sort of
accessory policewoman, detailed to protect the stray girlhood
of Brighthampton from the immoral impulses that brought
them up like moths at twilight to tfye Prospect Estate. Her
flickering electric torch, her sudden challenge like the voice
of conscience, was apt to be belated. " What'a this ? " she

